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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Risk
• OS maps indicate the site has been occupied by buildings on site since before 1854. These are shown
clearly in the 1893 map. Some of the buildings are now demolished.
• Based on the past uses of the site and its surroundings there is a generally low risk to site ownership and
a low risk for residential development which should be confirmed by contamination testing
• There is a low risk that the site under its present use is detrimentally affecting site users.
• There may be a risk of toxic gases from local shallow mining.
• The site is unlikely to be classed under Part IIA of the EPA 1990 and is unlikely to be on the local
authority potentially contaminated land register
Details
• The site is underlain by sandstone, mudstone and interbedded coal seams of the Coal Measures
• Made ground may be present
• Any made ground or residual clay is likely to be an unsuitable founding strata. The bedrock generally
provides good bearing strata for low rise development and with piled foundations for high rise
development.
• The site lies on a secondary (A) or minor aquifer.
• There are no potable water abstractions within 2000m of the site.
• The site according to the Environment Agency does not lie in a Flood Zone.
• There are no areas of historic landfill within 250m of the site which may have a potential to emit methane
• The site is unlikely to be detrimentally affected by any regulated industries.
• Radon protection is not required for a new development.
• There is a high risk of voids being present in shallow unrecorded mining beneath the site.
• There is one recorded mine shafts within 20m of the site
• The site lies within 541m of Ancient Woodland and 1584m of a Local Nature Reserve
Recommendations
• The report has been compiled with the development of the site as the driver. Quantification of the risks
can be undertaken with an intrusive ground investigation.
• Intrusive investigation should be undertaken to assess suitable founding strata and any requirement for
mitigating measures for contamination or ground stabilisation before any new build construction is
undertaken.

Recommended
Investigation
Intrusive
Geotechnical
Laboratory
Testing
Install
standpipes
Concrete Design
Intrusive mining

Nature
of
Investigation
Window sampler
Drilling
Contamination Tests
Geotechnical Testing
Monitoring
Testing for sulphates
and clay shrinkage
Rotary openhole
Drilling

Details of investigation for quantification of risk or for new
build on the site
Assessment of strata, collection of samples for lab testing and
foundation design and to install standpipes
Undertake tests for contamination on soil
Undertake geotechnical testing for foundation design
Monitoring for landfill gases and groundwater levels on a
minimum of 6 No. occasions
BRE sulphate tests for underground concrete corrosion and lab
tests for clay shrinkage.
Assessment of depth and condition of shallow coal/ganister
seams to check any ground stabilisation required for
development.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of a Phase 1 Desk Study undertaken on land at Hunshelf Park,
Stocksbridge, S36 2BT in South Yorkshire. The work was commissioned by Mr Andrew James of
Bentsfield Ltd and was carried out by this Consultancy, the Ashton Bennett Consultancy.
The purpose of this Phase I Study was to collate and assess information on the site including
geological, hydrogeological and mining information, archival maps and historical review to
determine past use, a database review, environmental data on water and soil, and to undertake a
site reconnaissance to enable a desk top assessment to determine the likely presence and areas
of environmental concerns on the site and the presence of pathways of migration and potentially
sensitive receptors, and to determine solutions to any geotechnical, environmental and mining
concerns to the redevelopment of the land for residential purposes.
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This report describes the research work carried out, presents the results of the desk study and
from the conceptual model of the site makes recommendations regarding environmental,
geotechnical and mining risks to site development. The report includes a Coal Mining Risk
Assessment (CMRA).

2.

THE SITE

The entrance to the site can be found off Hunshelf Park road which runs south of and parallel to
the A616 road to the north of Stocksbridge in South Yorkshire.

Figure 1

Site Location Plan

The site comprises of one building, a residential property in the north west of the site and one
smaller building in the north of the site. A hard covered car parking area and concrete floor slab
from former building are located off Hunshelf Park. The east of the site is open land with
occasional trees and shrubs.
The site is bounded to the north by trees and bushes with open land beyond. The site is bounded
to the west by fencing with open land beyond and a electriclty sub station beyond that. The site is
bounded to the east by fencing and bushes with residential properties beyond. The site is
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bounded to the south by Hunshelf Park with Hunshelf Road beyond and industrial units beyond
that.

Figure 2

Site Plan

The centre of the site lies around National Grid Reference 427243E, 398719N at a height of 166m
above Ordnance Datum. A Site Location Plan is presented as Figure 1, a Site Plan is presented
as Figure 2 and a Geology Plan is presented as Figure 3. A Risk of Flooding Plan is presented as
Figure 4 and a Location of Mine Entry is presented as Figure 5. Archival maps are presented in
Appendix A. A Conceptual Model is presented in Appendix B, The Coal Authority Report is
presented as Appendix C.
3.
3.1

REPORT OBJECTIVE AND REPORT SCOPE
Report Objective

The objective of the desk study is to determine the environmental nature of the site and to
establish any environmental concerns and liabilities with particular reference to past contaminative
uses of the site as far as is possible from historical and database review. Contaminative use is
defined as “any use of land which may cause it to be contaminated by toxic substances” (Section
143 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990). The report undertaken is a Phase I Desk Study
and Risk Assessment taking into account the possible contamination, the migration pathways and
the presence of potentially sensitive receptors and the engineering properties of the strata and the
mining history of the site.
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3.2

Report Scope

The information for this report is from sources recommended by the Institute of Civil Engineers
(ICE), the Association of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Specialists (AGS), Construction
Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) and the Department of the Environment
Transport and the Regions (DETR). The report has been compiled in accordance with the latest
ICE, DETR, Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), British Standard Draft
Documents and British Standards, CIRIA, CLR Reports and Eurocode 7.
In addition the scope of the investigation has used the extensive knowledge and experience of the
staff of Ashton Bennett Consultancy to assess the data and to interpret the findings.

4.

SITE HISTORY

The following maps and plans were inspected to assess the history of the site and its past
environments. The maps are presented in Appendix A.
TABLE 1
Historical Maps Inspected
DATE

SCALE

DESCRIPTION
SITE

SURROUNDING AREA

1854-5

1:10,560

The site lies as open ground with
possibly a small building in the
centre of the site.

1893

1:2,500

The site is shown to be occupied
by buildings including the Rising
Sun public House and terraced
houses.

1903-4
&
1905

1:10,560
and
1:2,500

1920

1:10,560

The site is shown to be occupied
by three buildings in the west,
the Rising Sun public house and
residential houses and by three
terraced
houses
named
Prospect Cottages in the east
No significant change on the site

Stocksbridge is shown as a very small village adjacent to
the bridge over the Little Don River. There is a day hole
shown to the west of the site and to north west and north.
There are also coal pits shown to the east of the site. The
Little Don River runs to the south of the site with open fields
beyond and with mills along the river.
The land between the site and the Little Don River is now
occupied by Stocksbridge Iron and Steel Works with
associated railway lines and sidings. Old shafts are
annotated to the north west of the site. The Day Holes are
no longer annotated.
The site is bounded to the north and west by open ground
to the east by residential houses and to the south by
Stocksbridge Iron and Steel works with associated rail lines
and a large reservoir. An old shaft is shown to the north
west of the site and a gas works 20m to the south west of
the site
No significant change in the surroundings

1929-32
&
1931
1948

1:10,560
and
1:2,500
1: 10,560

No significant change on the site

No significant change in the surroundings. The old shaft to
the north west is shown as made up ground

No significant change on the site

No significant change in the surroundings

1951

1:10,560

No significant change on the site

1958

1:2,500

1965-6

1:10,560,

Now significant change on the
site
No significant change on the site

No significant change in the surroundings, although four
houses had been constructed to the immediate east of the
site, between the site and the older terraced houses. The
railways are no longer shown in the iron and steel works.
No significant change in the surroundings
No significant change in the surroundings, although two
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DATE

SCALE

DESCRIPTION
SITE

SURROUNDING AREA
electricity sub stations are shown to the west of the site

1971

1:2,500

No significant change on the site

No significant change in the surroundings

1977-8
&
1978

1:2,500
&
1:10,000

No significant change on the site

No significant change in the surroundings

1989-90
&
1990
&1993

1:2,500
&
1:10,000
1:2,500

No significant change on the site although the iron and steel
works to the south had reduced in size

20022012

1:10,000

No significant change on the site
although the western part of the
site is now two buildings instead
of three. By 1990 the buildings
in the east part of the site are no
longer shown
No significant change on the site

No significant change in the surroundings

In summary, the site has been occupied by buildings since before 1854. The buildings included a
public house named the Rising Sun and residential houses. Day Holes and coal shafts have
existed in close vicinity to the site.

5.

POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION

Potential sources of contamination on the site have been identified from the past and present
usage of the site and from neighbouring land-uses.
Based on the previous usage of the site as open land and residential and public house use, the
following contamination could be present on the site:
•
•
•
•

Organic substances (PAHs, TPHs) from oil and waste fuel from cars
Metals, arsenic and sulphate from waste ash from house/PH boilers
Asbestos from insulation and building materials
Methane from any filled ground or shallow mining

This list does not imply that this contamination is present on site and it is possible that other
contamination may be present that is not listed.
6.
6.1

SITE GEOLOGY
Geology

The geological maps published by the British Geological Survey (BGS) at 1:10,000 scale indicate
the site to be underlain by Lower Coal Measures Strata comprising mudstones, siltstones and
sandstones with interbedded coal seams, some of which may have been worked in the past. The
geological maps indicate no presence of superficial deposits overlying the bedrock.
A simplified plan of the geology on and in the vicinity of the site is presented in Figure 3 Geology
Plan.
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The site is immediately underlain by mudstone containing the Middle Band Coal underlain by the
Middle Band Sandstone, further mudstone containing the Soft Bed Coal underlain by the
Crawshaw Sandstone, mudstone and the Rough Rock Sandstone.
The strata dip at a gentle angle of 4degrees to the horizontal to the north.
The coal seams are discussed further in Section 8, Quarrying and Mining and in Section 13, the
Coal Mining Risk Assessment.

Site
Sandstone

Geological Faults
Mudstone

Figure 3
6.2

Geology Plan

Geological Faults

There are several geological faults indicated by the BGS which trends NW to SE and SW to NE
and none are shown to cross the site. One fault runs almost parallel to the river and has
downthrown strata to the north compared to older strata to the south.
Due to the lack of tectonic activity currently in the area, faulting is unlikely to detrimentally affect
the stability of the site unless it passes through shallow mining.
6.3

Engineering Geology

Any made ground or residual clay (weathered Coal Measures) on the site may be unlikely to
provide suitable founding strata for future development without consideration for special
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foundations. The underlying Coal Measures bedrock where unweathered generally provides
suitable bearing capacity for low rise development and are generally suitable for piled foundations
for high rise development. Intrusive ground investigation should be undertaken to assess suitable
foundation strata before any new build construction is undertaken on site.
6.4

Geological Hazards

According to the British Geological Survey there is a low risk of a shrink and swell hazard from
clays, and collapsible rocks, a negligible risk of compressible ground and running sand, a
moderate risk of landslides and a negligible risk of soluble rocks.

7.
7.1

SITE HYDROLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
Hydrology

The rainfall over the area of the site will naturally drain into town drains and the open ground on
the site. The closest surface water is the Little Don River which runs west to east to the south of
the site. There are no chemical or biological water quality assessments within 1000m of the site.
The site is shown by the Environment Agency not to lie within a fluvial Zone flood plain. There are
no recorded flood defences, areas benefitting from flood defences or flood storage within 250m of
the site.
There are two recorded surface water abstractions within 1000m of the site. Both located 286m to
the west of site used for general cooling.
It is important that any contamination found on site is not allowed to detrimentally affect any
watercourses.
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Figure 3
7.2

Risk of Flooding Plan

Hydrogeology

The above mentioned geological maps produced by the BGS indicate the site to be underlain by
sandstones, siltstones and mudstones of the Coal Measures. The sandstones and siltstones will
be permeable and the mudstones relatively impermeable.
The Environment Agency (EA) Groundwater Vulnerability maps indicate the bedrock strata to
comprise a ‘Secondary (A) Aquifer’.
Secondary (A) aquifers (formerly referred to as minor
aquifers) are formations with permeable layers capable of supporting water supplies at local rather
than strategic scale, and in some cases forming an important source of base flow to rivers. The
permeable layers are the sandstone and siltstone layers within the Coal Measures strata.
The site is shown not to lie within or within 500m of a Source Protection Zone. There are no
recorded groundwater abstractions within 1000m of the site. There are no potable water
abstractions within 2000m of the site.
Other unrecorded or unlicensed wells may be present close to the site. Historic wells may exist
within 500m of the site. As the local groundwater may be utilised for abstraction from old
unlicensed wells, it is important that it is protected from pollution. It is an offence to pollute the
groundwater, whether or not it is used for abstraction.
The BGS indicate that the site is at low risk of groundwater flooding which is defined as the
emergence of groundwater at the ground surface or the rising of groundwater into man made
ground under conditions where the normal range of groundwater levels is exceeded.

8.
8.1

QUARRYING AND MINING
Quarrying

There is no known quarrying of rock on or within the vicinity of the site that is likely to have
impacted on the site.
8.2
8.2.1

Mining
Coal Authority Report

According to The Coal Authority Report, the property (the site) is in the zone of likely influence
from workings in 1 seam of coal at shallow to 30m depth and last worked in 1846. The property is
not in the likely zone of influence of any present underground coal workings.
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The property is not in an area for which the Coal Authority is determining whether to grant a
licence to remove coal using underground methods. The property is not in an area for which a
licence has been granted to remove or otherwise work coal using underground methods. The
property is not in an area that is likely to be affected at the surface from any planned future
workings. However, reserves of coal exist in the local area which could be worked at some time in
the future.
No notice of the risk of the land being affected by subsidence has been given under section 46 of
the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991.
There is one known coal mine entry within 20 metres of the boundary of the property.
The Authority is not aware of any evidence of damage arising due to geological faults or other lines
of weakness that have been affected by coal mining. The property is not within the boundary of an
opencast site from which coal has been removed by opencast methods.
The property does not lie within 200 metres of the boundary of an opencast site from which coal is
being removed by opencast methods.
The property is not within 800 metres of the boundary of an opencast site for which the Coal
Authority is determining whether to grant a licence to remove coal by opencast methods. The
property is not within 800 metres of the boundary of an opencast site for which a licence to remove
coal by opencast methods has been granted.
The Coal Authority has not received a damage notice or claim for the subject property, or any
property within 50 metres, since 31st October 1994. There is no current Stop Notice delaying the
start of remedial works or repairs to the property. The Authority is not aware of any request having
been made to carry out preventive works before coal is worked under section 33 of the Coal
Mining Subsidence Act 1991.
There is no record of a mine gas emission requiring action by the Coal Authority within the
boundary of the property. The property has not been subject to remedial works, by or on behalf of
the Authority, under its Emergency Surface Hazard Call Out procedures.
The property is not in an area for which a notice of entitlement to withdraw support has been
published. The property is not in an area for which a notice has been given under section 41 of the
Coal Industry Act 1994, revoking the entitlement to withdraw support.
The property is not in an area for which an Order has been made under the provisions of the Mines
(Working Facilities and Support) Acts 1923 and 1966 or any statutory modification or amendment
thereof. The property is not in an area for which a relevant notice has been published under the
Coal Industry Act 1975/Coal Industry Act 1994. The property lies outside the Cheshire Brine
Compensation District.
The full Coal Authority Report is presented in Appendix C and should be read in full.
8.2.2

Shallow Coal Mining

The site is immediately underlain by mudstones interbedded with coal seams, sandstone, and
further sandstones and mudstones interbedded with coal seams. There are two coal seams
recorded at shallow (<30m bgl) depth the Middle Band Coal and Soft Bed Coal, both of which were
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worked extensively in this area to supply the iron and steel works. The Coal Authority confirms
that one coal seam has been worked at circa 30m bgl in the zone of influence of the site and last
worked in 1846. It is considered that this was the Soft Bed Coal.
The Coal Authority generally only holds records from mining after 1870 when it became law to
deposit Abandonment Plans with the then Ministry of Power. It is possible therefore that the
Middle Band Coal was also worked on or close to the site before records were made of the mining.
If voids remain in these two shallow seams and the voids migrate over time by successive roof
collapse, the voids may reach the ground surface and cause ground subsidence and structural
damage to overlying properties.
TABLE 2
Coal Seams Beneath the Site
Strata
Middle Band Coal
Middle Band Rock Sandstone
Mudstone
Soft Bed Coal
Soft Bed Flag / Crawshaw
Sandstone
Mudstone
Rough Rock Sandstone

Thickness in m
0.2-0.6
5-15

Depth in mbgl
0-5

0.1-0.8
0-5

26

10-17

60

8..2.3 Deep Coal Mining
The shallow coal seams are underlain by a thickness of mudstone with the Rough Rock Sandstone
at circa 60m bgl. This lies within the Millstone Grit Series of strata and although there are some
coal seams within it they are thin and generally unworked.
If any seams in the Millstone Grit were worked, voids remaining in these seams are unlikely to
reach the ground surface and cause ground subsidence, due to the substantial thickness of cover
of competent strata of the Rough Rock Sandstones.
8.2.4

Coal Mine Shafts

There is one coal mine entry recorded by the Coal Authority as an adit within 20m of the boundary
of the property. Records may be incomplete however and other mine entries may exist of which
the Coal Authority has no knowledge.
The 1854 OS map also records Day Holes to the north of the site along the field boundary, to the
south west of the site, east of Honey Hole within the cutting and south east of the site immediately
north of the main road and south of Hunshelf Park road. As Day Holes mine coal at shallow depth
it is considered these were used to mine the shallow Middle Band Coal and which may extend
close to or beneath the site.
Circular features or deep made ground should always be treated with care and investigated further
by an engineer to check for mine entries before proceeding.
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Figure 3
8.3

Location of Mine Entry

Stone Mining

There are no records of stone mining beneath the site.
8.4

Fireclay/Ganister

There are records of the Middle Band Fireclay being mined in the vicinity of the site for ganister for
the iron works. Such workings may extend beneath the site.
8.5

Other Mineral Extraction

The site does not lie in an area of recorded mining for tin, gypsum or salt.

9.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE SITES

The site does lie within or within 2000m of a Site of Special Scientific Interest. It does not lie within
2000m of a National Nature Reserve, a Special Area of Conservation, a Special Protection Area, a
RAMSAR site, a World Heritage Site, an Environmentally Sensitive Area, an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, an Ancient Woodland, a Local Nature Reserve or a Nitrate Sensitive Area,
however the Peak District National Park is located 1932m to the south of site.
The site does not lie within a Nitrate Vulnerable Zone. The site is unlikely to detrimentally affect
these environmentally sensitive areas.
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10.

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

Results of searches for regulated industries are presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
Authorisations, Incidents and Registers
Regulated Industry
Historic IPC Authorisations

On
SITE
None

Within
250m
11

Part A(1) and IPPC Authorised Activities

None

48

Water Industry Referrals

None

None

Records of Red List Discharge Consents

None

2

Records of List 1 Dangerous Substances
Inventory Sites

None

3

Records of List 2 Dangerous Substances
Inventory Sites

None

3

Records of Part A(2) and Part B activities
and enforcements
Records of Category 3 or 4 Radioactive
Consents
Records of Licensed Discharge
Consents

None

1

None

None

None

14

Records of Planning Hazardous
Substance Consents and Enforcements
Records of COMAH and NIHHS sites
Records of National Incidents Recording
System List 2
Records of National Incidents Recording
System List 1
Records of sites determined as
contaminated land under Section 78R of
EPA 1990
Records of Worked Ground
Records from EA landfill Data

None

1

None
None

1
1

None

1

None

None

17m south west of site. United Engineering Steels Ltd.
170m south of site. 16/11/01 pollutant: general
biodegradable materials and wastes. Minor land impact.
149m south of site. 08/08/99. Little Don River.
Significant water impact-prosecution.
-

None
None

1
None

-

Bentsfield Ltd

DETAILS
All located 178m to the south of site. Corus Engineering
Steels Ltd, Stocksbridge Works. Processes: Iron and
Steel, Combustion,
All ocated 178m to the south of site. Corus Uk Ltd &
Tata Steel UK Ltd. Preocesse: Ferrous Metals, hot
rolling, producing, melting or refining, combustion
Both 221m south of site. Outokumpu Stainless LTd,
permit Version 1. Trade discharges-process effluent.
Avesta Sheffield Ltd. Permit version 1. Trade
discharges-process effluent
169m south of site. Corus Ltd. Receiving water: Little
Don, any, River Don. One active, one not active.
221m south of site. Avesta Precision Strip. Receiving
water: Little Don, any, River Don. Active.
169m(Not active) and 178m(Active) south of site. Corus
Ltd. Receiving water: Little Donn. Not active. Authorised
substances: Arsenic, Copper, Chromium, Iron, Lead,
Nickel, Zinc.
221m south of site. Stocksbridge Works. Not Active.
Authorised substances: Arsenic, Copper, Chromium,
Iron, Lead, Nickel, Zinc.
170m south of site. TATA Steel UK Ltd. Process
Ferrous, current permit. No enforcements notified.
182m south west and 209m and 221m south of site.
Stocksbridsge Engineering Steels, Unspecified trade
discharge. Permit version 1 & 2.
222m south of site. Outokumpa Stainless Ltd. Trade
Discharge, process effluent- not water company.
229m south west of site. Hunshelf Road. 230m south
west of site. Gibson Lane. Both sewage dischargestorm sewer overflow.
Further seven discharge consents at Stocksbridge
Works located 230 – 239m west of site and 241-244m
south of site for Trade discharges-cooling water and
unspecified covering permits 1, 2 and 3.
85m south west of site. Tata Steel UK. No Details.

Phase I Desk Study
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Records of Operational Landfill Sites
Records of EA historic landfill sites
Records of non operational landfill sites
Records of local authority landfill sites
Records of operational waste treatment,
transfer or disposal sites
Records of non operational waste
treatment, transfer or disposal sites
Records of EA licensed waste sites
Current Industrial Land Use

None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None

-

None

None

-

None
None

None
13

Petrol and Fuel Sites
Underground High Pressure Oil and Gas
Pipelines
Residential Property (within 250m)
Radon Protection Required

None
None

None
None

18m north, 81m north west, 112m west, 223m south
west, 224m south east. Electricity Sub Station
96m west, unspecified works
169m south Tata Steel works
175m and 187m north west. Tank
200m north. Pylon
232m south west. Look Local Publishing.
242m south, Vixen Catering Equipment Ltd.
244m south west. Happy Days Greeting Cards and
Gifts Ltd.
-

No
No

Yes
No

Registered as Contaminated Land under
Part IIA EPA 1990

No

No

Residential properties within 25-100m of the site.
The property is not in a Radon Affected Areas as less
than 1% of properties are above action level. Radon
protection is not required according to BR211 by the
Building Research Establishment. However it would be
prudent to incorporate measures particularly on the
areas overlying sandstone.

Results of searches for regulated industries, pollution incidents and registered authorisations are
presented in Table 3 above and indicate that the site is unlikely to be affected by current off-site
activity. Radon protection is not required for new development although it would be prudent to
adopt radon protection for any development where the sandstone is exposed at the ground
surface.

11.
11.1

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT
Introduction

The environmental liabilities of the site and risk assessments have been undertaken for the future
proposed residential use of the site. If the site use changes then a further risk assessment will be
required.
Environmental risk considerations on the site have been assessed by adopting a site specific
qualitative approach to identify the risk, if any, of environmental harm. In accordance with the
DETR Draft Statutory Guidance on Contaminated Land the approach is by identifying a hazardous
source and establishing possible links between the source via exposure pathways to a potential
receptor.
The hazard is a contaminant or potentially polluting substance that is in, on or under the land and
which has the potential to cause harm or to cause pollution to controlled waters. The receptor is a
living organism or organisms, an ecological system or piece of property, which is being harmed,
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interfered with or polluted by the contaminant. The pollutant linkage is by means of the pathway
which is one or more routes by or through which that receptor is being, or could be, exposed to, or
affected by, that contaminant. Thus the presence of a hazard on a site does not necessarily mean
that there are risks unless pathways and receptors are present and are receptive to being affected
by that specific hazard or contaminant.
•
•
•

SOURCE - release of pollutant - eg. oil spills
PATHWAY - route to receptor - eg. permeable strata
RECEPTOR eg. - river

The likelihood of contamination affecting the environment depends on the migration and
persistence of contaminants which varies with the nature of the contaminant and the ground and
groundwater conditions, and the presence of sensitive receptors.
The following tables (Table 4, 5, 6 and 7) which are extracted from CIRIA C552 ‘Contaminated
Land Risk Assessment – A Guide to Good Practice’ have been used to assess the risk to sensitive
receptors from site contamination.
Any category which shows as medium risk or above may require investigation and if high risk is
proven, remediation may be required following investigation.
TABLE 4
Risk Matrix – Comparison of Consequence and Probability

Probability

Risk = Probability
x
Consequences
High
Likelihood

Consequence
Severe

Medium

Mild

Minor

Very High Risk

High Risk

Moderate Risk

Moderate / Low Risk

Likely

High Risk

Moderate Risk

Moderate / Low
Risk

Low Risk

Low
Likelihood

Moderate Risk

Moderate / Low
Risk

Low Risk

Very Low Risk

Unlikely

Moderate / Low
Risk

Low Risk

Very Low Risk

Very Low Risk

TABLE 5
Classification of Probability
Probability
Classification
High Likelihood

Likely

Low Likelihood

Unlikely

Definition
There is a pollution linkage and an event that either appears very likely in the short term
and almost inevitable over the long term or there is evidence at the receptor of harm or
pollution.
There is a pollution linkage and all the elements are present and in the right place,
which means that it is probable that an event will occur. Circumstances are such that an
event is not inevitable, but possible in the short term and likely over the long term.
There is a pollution linkage and circumstances are possible under which an event could
occur. However, it is by no means certain that even over a longer period such event
would take place, and is less likely in the shorter term.
There is a pollution linkage but circumstances are such that it is improbable that an
event would occur even in the very long term.
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TABLE 6
Classification of Consequence
Classification
Severe

Medium

Mild

Minor

Definition
Short-term (acute) risk to human health likely to result
in “significant harm” as defined by the Environment
Protection Act 1990, Part IIA. Short-term risk of
pollution (note: Water Resources Act contains no
scope for considering significance of pollution) of
sensitive water resource. Catastrophic damage to
buildings/property. A short-term risk to a particular
ecosystem or organisation forming part of such
ecosystem (note: the definitions of ecological systems
within the Draft Circular on Contaminated Land,
DETR, 2000).
Chronic damage to Human Health (“significant harm”
as defined in DETR, 2000). Pollution of sensitive
water resources (note: Water Resources Act contains
no scope for considering significance of pollution). A
significant change in a particular ecosystem or
organism forming part of such ecosystem, (note: the
definitions of ecological systems within Draft Circular
on Contaminated Land, DETR, 2000).
Pollution of non-sensitive water resources. Significant
damage to crops, buildings, structures and services
(“significant harm” as defined in the Draft Circular on
Contaminated Land, DETR, 2000). Damage to
sensitive buildings/structures/services or the
environment.
Harm, although not necessarily significant harm,
which may result in a financial loss or expenditure to
resolve. Non-permanent health effects to human
health (easily prevented by means such as personal
protective clothing, etc). Easily repairable effects of
damage to buildings, structures and services.

Examples
High concentrations of cyanide on the surface
of an informal recreation area. Major spillage
of contaminants from site into controlled
water.
Explosion, causing building collapse (can
also equate to a short-term human health
risk if buildings are occupied).

Concentration of a contaminant from site
exceeds the generic or site-specific
assessment criteria. Leaching of
contaminants from a site to a major or minor
aquifer. Death of a species within a
designated nature reserve.
Lesser toxic and asphyxiate effects of
carbon dioxide
Pollution of non-classified groundwater.
Damage to building rendering it unsafe to
occupy (e.g. foundation damage resulting in
instability).

The presence of contaminants at such
concentrations that protective equipment is
required during site works. The loss of plants
in a landscaping scheme. Discoloration of
concrete.

TABLE 7
Classification of Risks and Likely Action Required
Risk
Classification
Very High Risk

High Risk

Moderate Risk

Low Risk
Very Low Risk

Definition
There is a high probability that severe harm could arise to a designated receptor from an identified
hazard OR there is evidence that severe harm to a designated receptor is currently happening. This
risk, if realised, is likely to result in a substantial liability. Urgent investigation (if not undertaken
already) and remediation are likely to be required.
Harm is likely to arise to a designated receptor from an identified hazard. Realisation of the risk is likely
to present a substantial liability. Urgent investigation (if not undertaken already) is required and
remedial works may be necessary in the short term and are likely over the longer term.
It is possible that harm could arise to a designated receptor from an identified hazard. However, it is
relatively unlikely that any such harm would be severe. If any harm were to occur, it is more likely that
the harm would be relatively mild. Investigation (if not already undertaken) is normally required to
clarify the risk and to determine the potential liability. Some remedial works may be required in the
longer term.
It is possible that harm could arise to a designated receptor from an identified hazard, but it is likely
that this harm, if realised, would at worst be mild.
There is a low possibility that harm could arise to a receptor. In the event of such harm being realised,
it is not likely to be severe.
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Any category which shows as moderate risk or above may require investigation and possibly
subsequent remediation.
11.2

Potential Sources of Contamination

Potential sources of contamination were investigated through archival maps and the Desk Study.
The site has been occupied by open ground, a public house and residential buildings, sheds and
buildings of unknown use and car parking.
Based on the past and current usage of the site and its surroundings, possible contamination that
may be present on the site could include:
•
•
•
•
11.3

Organic substances (PAHs, TPHs) from oil and waste fuel from cars
Metals, arsenic and sulphate from waste boiler ash
Asbestos from insulation and building materials
Methane from any filled ground or shallow mining
Potential Pathways for Migration

The potential pathways for carrying any contamination present on the site to reach sensitive
receptors may include:
a) Ingestion of and/or skin contact with contamination in the soil
Low Likelihood – Where the site will be hard covered there is restricted potential for
ingestion/skin contact with contamination in soil. Where landscaped areas or gardens are
proposed the ground should be checked for contamination and mitigation measures undertaken
as necessary. There may be a risk to workmen which may be partly mitigated by appropriate
use of Personal Protective Equipment.
b) Ingestion of contamination and uptake of contamination in plants/vegetables/animals/pets
Low likelihood – Vegetables and plants are likely to be grown on the site and ingestion of
contamination through uptake in plants/vegetables may occur unless mitigating measures are
undertaken appropriate to any contamination detected in a Phase II ground Investigation. It is
considered that animals in the food chain are unlikely to be present on site. Pets may be
present on site. Any vegetable/plant growing areas should be tested for contamination and
contaminated remediation and/or clean tested as uncontaminated topsoil should be imported if
necessary.
c) Ingestion of contaminated drinking water through leaching of contamination into groundwater
flowing to underlying aquifers/water abstractions
Low Likelihood – Leaching of any contamination is unlikely to affect shallow groundwater
present in the Coal Measures sandstone beneath the site due to the cover of relatively
impermeable mudstone. The site lies on a Secondary (A) Aquifer. The site is not within a
Source Protection Zone and there are no known potable groundwater abstractions within
2000m of the site.
d) Inhalation of vapours produced by landfill/radon/hydrocarbons/old mines
Low Likelihood to Likely – Made ground material may be present on the site. There are no
recorded landfill sites within 250m. Although hydrocarbons may be present in the ground from
previous land use they are unlikely to produce hazardous levels of methane. The site does not
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lie within a radon protection area. There are recorded shallow mines in close vicinity to the site
which should be monitored for the presence of methane gas.
e) Inhalation of contaminated airborne dust
Low Likelihood – The appropriate safety measures must be exercised to protect both the
workers and the local residents from dust during any future construction. Provided this work is
carried out diligently, the ongoing risk is low.
f) Contamination of controlled surface waters
Unlikely – Leaching of contamination from the site into the closest surface water of the Little
Don River is unlikely due to the distance.
11.4

Potential Sensitive Receptors

Potential Receptors could include workmen, occupants of houses, neighbouring land-users,
buildings and the air. Groundwater and surface water are unlikely to be detrimentally affected by
the site.
11.5

Summary Environmental Risk

By considering where a viable pathway exists which connects a source to a receptor, this
assessment will identify where pollutant linkages may exist. If there is no pollutant linkage, then
theoretically there is no risk. Therefore only where a viable pollutant linkage is established does
this assessment go on to consider the level of risk. On this site there is a low to medium potential
for contamination to be present and the site will be used for the high sensitivity land use scenario
of residential use.
The risk is assessed by the combination of the probability of the risk and the severity of the risk in
line with CIRIA recommendations and the risks are presented in Table 8. The risks cannot be fully
determined without intrusive ground investigation, monitoring for gas and groundwater and testing
the soils and groundwater for contamination and checking for ground stability. If any material is
likely to be removed from site for development then Waste Acceptance Criteria Tests will be
required to categorise the soils.

TABLE 8
Risk Assessment for a Residential Site Use with Plant Uptake
Pathways
Environmental
Inhalation
of
vapours such
as
methane
from
landfill
and
hydrocarbons
from
ground
contamination
Ingestion
of
and/or
skin
contact
from
contaminated
soil

Receptors

Perceived Risk

Probability
of Risk

Consequence of Risk

RISK

Existing/future
occupants of
the premises
and workmen.

Methane & Carbon
Dioxide from possible
infilled land, past site
use.
Hydrocarbons from
vehicles.

Low
Likelihood

Severe-Methane can
be explosive in air.
Carbon dioxide can
be fatal. Hydrocarbon
can have long term
health effects.

Low – No landfill
within 250m of site,
site to be tested for
hydrocarbons
in
Phase II

Existing/future
occupants of
the premises
and workmen

Metals, hydrocarbons
from
vehicles,
asbestos
from
buildings

Low
Likelihood

Mild to Medium

Low - Risk can be
quantified by testing
of soil during Phase
II
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Ingestion
of
contaminated
drinking water

Local
abstraction
wells

Contamination
potable water

of

Transportation
by
surface
and/or
groundwater

Groundwater

Contamination
groundwater

of

Surface Water

Unlikely

Ingestion and
uptake
of
contamination
in
plants/animals/
vegetables.
Inhalation
of
airborne dust

Future
occupants
premises

Contamination
of
surface water of Little
Don River
Ingestion
of
contamination
via
home grown produce

Low
likelihood
to Likely

Medium

Workmen,
occupants of
premises,
neighbouring
users

Dust
during
any
future construction.
Asbestos
from
buildings

Low
likelihood

Medium

Irradiation

Humans

Radon gas

Unlikely

Mild

Geotechnical
Fire
and
Explosion

Buildings and
humans

Methane gas
made ground

from

Low
likelihood

Severe

Buildings

Highly plastic clays
can swell and shrink
under
variable
weather conditions.

Low
likelihood

Medium

Landslip

Buildings

Steeply slopped land

Low
Likelihood

Severe

Chemical
attack

Buildings

Sulphate can, under
certain ground and
groundwater
conditions,
attack
concrete.

Low
likelihood

Medium

Groundwater

Buildings

Rising groundwater

Low
likelihood

Medium

Buildings
possibly
humans

Voids migrating from
shallow mined coal to
ground surface by
successive roof
collapse

Likely

Severe

Buildings
possibly
humans

Voids migrating from
mined stone to
ground surface by
successive roof
collapse

Unlikely

Severe

Settlement
Heave

or

Mining
Voids in Mined
Coal/Ganister

Voids in Mined
Stone

of

Unlikely no
potable
boreholes
within
2000m
Low
Likelihood

Medium- prosecution
can occur if site is
affecting
controlled
waters

Low - No potable
boreholes
with
2000m.

Medium- prosecution
can occur if site is
affecting
controlled
waters.

Low
risk
groundwater

to

Low risk to surface
water
due
to
distance
Low to Moderate
Risk
can
be
quantified by testing
soils during Phase II

Low - provided good
construction practice
on site to limit dust
levels during any
future construction
and
appropriate
removal
of
any
asbestos
Low-Radon
protection
not
required in buildings
Low – no local
infilled land within
250m
Low to Moderate.
Clay may be highly
plastic
can
be
reduced to low by
testing
and
mitigating measures
Low risk – risk
needs quantifying in
PhII
Low to Moderate soil
tests can reduce risk
to
low
by
appropriate
underground
concrete design
Low – no shallow
groundwater
High– shallow
coal/ganister
workings possible,
deep workings have
sufficient competent
cover to prevent
ground subsidence
Low – Any workings
may have sufficient
competent cover to
prevent ground
subsidence
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Mine Gas from
coal workings

Humans

Mine Shafts

Building
possibly
humans

Methane and other
gases reaching
ground surface and
causing harm
Collapse of
unstabilised mine
shafts on and local to
site

Low
likelihood
to likely

Severe

Unlikely

Severe

Low to Moderate –
recorded shallow
coal workings.
Monitoring required
Low to moderate no
recorded mine
shafts or adits on
site, one within 20m

The potential sensitive receptors on the site which could be detrimentally affected by any
contamination, geotechnical or mining risks are assessed in Table 8.

12.

GEOTECHNICAL RISK ASSESSMENT

Made Ground and residual clays may be unsuitable foundation strata if they are in a loose state of
compaction or of low strength and new foundations may have to extend to unweathered bedrock of
the Coal Measures sandstone or mudstone. The bearing capacity of the strata should be
determined by insitu shear strength tests to ensure suitable bearing capacity for the proposed new
build. It is likely that strip footings or pad foundations will be suitable for development of low rise
housing provided they are founded on the unweathered sandstone or mudstone.
There is a risk of the residual clays of the Coal Measures mudstones being highly plastic and liable
to shrink and swell under varying moisture conditions and this should be checked by plasticity
testing of the clays.
A check should be made during the Phase II Investigation on the risk of landslips.
Excavations within any made ground or residual clays are likely to require temporary support for
construction. Excavations within the weathered bedrock are likely to stand at near vertical angles
in the short term only.
Geotechnical tests should be undertaken for pH and sulphate content of the soils to enable design
of underground concrete.
Due to the possible presence of shallow mining the site should be monitored for the presence of
methane and carbon dioxide levels and flow weekly for a period of at least 6 weeks. This is based
on CIRIA recommendations and will enable design of appropriate mitigation measures and /or gas
resistant membrane design for development. Radon protection is not required.
There is a low risk of geotechnical problems causing a concern to development provided
recommendations in this Report are undertaken.

13.
13.2.

COAL MINING RISK ASSESSMENT (CMRA)
Risk Assessment of Coal/Ganister Mining

The geology of the site has been described in Section 6 which indicates the site to be underlain by
Lower Coal Measures strata comprising mudstones, sandstones and interbedded coal seams.
The site is underlain at shallow (<30m bgl) depth by the Middle Band Coal & Ganister and the Soft
Bed Coal seams.
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If the coal/ganister was worked at shallow depth and if voids remain in the mined seams, such
voids could migrate over time by successive roof collapse and cause ground subsidence in the
future and structural damage to overlying buildings.
TABLE 9
Coal Depths and Workings
Strata
Middle Band Coal
& Ganister
Middle Band Rock
Sandstone
Mudstone
Soft Bed Coal
Soft Bed Flag
Sandstone
Mudstone
Rough Rock
Sandstone

Thickness of seam

Depth in m bgl

0.2-0.6

0-5
5-10

0.10-0.80

26

Workings recorded
by CA
No

Likelihood of
Workings
Likely from local
Day Holes

Yes

Very Likely

60

The Coal Mining Risk Assessment undertaken has indicated that the site is underlain by the Lower
Coal Measures comprising mudstones, sandstones and interbedded coal seams. Based on the
BGS geological maps and records of boreholes drilled in the area, the site is expected to be
underlain by sandstones and mudstones with up to two interbedded coal seams in turn underlain
by further mudstones and sandstones.
There are recorded coal and ganister seams at shallow (<30m) beneath the site and therefore the
risk of ground subsidence from shallow coal/ganister mining is high risk.
Based on the geology maps it is considered that any deeper coal seams have sufficient competent
overlying strata that any voids in mined seams are unlikely to cause ground subsidence.
Therefore the risk of ground subsidence from deep coal mining is low risk.
The risk that collapse of underground workings could cause subsidence at the ground surface
above is normally empirically assessed using the T10 rule (developed by the National Coal Board,
predecessor to The Coal Authority, and based on experience only) whereby if a thickness of 10 x
the worked seam thickness of competent cover (i.e. rock) is present over the worked seam then it
is deemed sufficient to be able to choke the voided ground without giving rise to surface
settlement.
Given the estimated depth of the coal seams, it is considered that any proposed development may
be detrimentally affected by past underground shallow mining.
The risk of the site being undermined for coal/ganister is high based on the depth of the two
shallow seams, the records of The Coal Authority and the presence of local Day Holes and adits
adjacent to the site.
13.2.

Risk Assessment of Mine Shafts

The Coal Authority have records of one coal mine adit on or within 20m of the site. The OS plans
of 1854 record three Day Holes in close vicinity of the site. Based on the depth of the coal seams
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it is possible that unrecorded mine shafts/adits are present on the site, dating from before 1872
when it became law to deposit abandonment mine plans with the then Ministry of Power.
The risk of shafts/adits causing harm to site users and / or buildings is a low to medium risk.

14.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The report and recommendations have been compiled with the development of the site for
residential houses as the driver. There is a potential for contamination from past site uses and
methane gas and for highly plastic clay and for unsuitable founding strata at shallow depth.
The site is unlikely to fall within Part 11A determined as contaminated land and is unlikely to be on
the local authority ‘potentially contaminated land’ register.
A ground investigation is recommended in order to quantify the risks of contamination, toxic gases,
groundwater levels, waste materials and to enable geotechnical testing for foundation design for
the proposed development and to design any ground stabilisation required.
Such investigation may comprise:
• Window sampler boreholes to assess ground conditions, collect soil samples and install
standpipes.
• Water level and gas monitoring of borehole installations (methane and carbon dioxide) –
minimum of 6No. return visits over 2 months.
• Geotechnical testing of made ground and Coal Measures strata for pH, soluble sulphate
and plasticity.
• Chemical testing to determine the presence/extent/depth and severity of any soil and
groundwater contamination.
• Rotary openhole boreholes to assesss the depth and condition of the shallow coal/ganister
seams and assess whether the ground requires stabilisation for development to proceed.

Following intrusive ground investigation, soil testing and monitoring, the risks to the proposed
development can be better assessed and a remediation strategy put in place where necessary to
mitigate any geotechnical, mining or environmental risks.

15.

GENERAL REMARKS

This report truly reflects the conditions found during the desk study. Whilst the desk study was
undertaken in a professional manner taking due regard of additional information which became
available as a result of ongoing research, the results portrayed only pertain to the information
attained, and the ground and gas conditions, mining conditions and contamination expected and it
is possible that other undetected information and undetected ground and gas conditions,
undetected mining conditions and undetected contamination may exist. The desk study was only
undertaken within the site boundaries and should not be used for interpretation purposes
elsewhere. These conclusions are only a brief summary of the report, and it is recommended that
the report is read in full to ensure that all recommendations have been understood.
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This report is provided for the sole use of the client (Bentsfield Ltd) and no responsibility will be
accepted by this Consultancy to any other parties who rely on this report entirely at their own risk.
The copyright for this report is held by Ashton Bennett Consultancy and no reproduction of any
part or all of the report can be undertaken or any other reproduction undertaken without the written
approval of this Consultancy.

Frances A Bennett
BSc, CGeol, FGS, FIMMM, C.WEM, MCIWEM, CEnv, AIEMA, MIEnvSci
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Appendix B

Hunshelf Park, Stocksbridge
Conceptual Model
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The Coal
Authority
lssued by:
The CoalAuthority, Property Search Services, 200 Lichfield Lane, Berry Hill, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG18 4RG
Website:www,groundstability.com Phone: 0345 762 6848 DX7L6L76 MANSFIELD 5

MILLS KEMP & BROWN
l.ll HUDDERSFIELD ROAD
BARNSLEY
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
S7O 2LP

Our reference:
Your reference:
Date of your enquiry:
Date we received your enquiry:
Date of issue:

51000927529001
dawlsa/jamesIc2TSl
2l July 2015
21July 2015
23 July zOLs

This report is for the property described in the address below and the attached ptan.

Non-Residential Enviro AII-in-One - On Coalfield
LAND AND BUILDINGS ON THE NORTH AND SOUTH OF, HUNSHELF PARK,
STOCKSBRIDGE, SHEFFIELD, SOUTH YORKSHIRE,
This report is based on and limited to the records held by, the CoalAuthority, and the Cheshire Brine
Subsidence Compensation Board's records, at the time we answer the search.
Coal minino
Brine Compensation District

See comments below
No

lnformation from the Coal Authority
Underground coal mining
Past
The property is in the Iikely zone of influence from workings in 1 seam of coal at shallow to 30m
depth, and last worked in 1846.
Present
The property is not in the likely zone of influence of any present underground coalworkings.
Future
The property is not in an area for which the Coal Authority is determining whether to grant a
licence to remove coal using underground methods.
The property is not in an area for which a licence has been granted to remove or otherwise work
coal using underground methods.
The property is not in an area that is likely to be affected at the surface from any planned future
workings.
However, reserves of coal exist in the local area which could be worked at some time in the
future.
No notice of the risk of the land being affected by subsidence has been given under section 4G ot
the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 199L.

All rights reserved. You must not reproduce, store or transmit any part of this document unless you have our written permission.
O The CoalAuthority
Non-Residential Enviro All-in-One - On Coalfield - 51000927529001
Page 1 of 5

Mine enfries

Within, or within 20 metres of, the boundary of the property there is l- mine entry, the
approximate position of which is shown on the attached plan.
There is no record of what steps, if any, have been taken to treat the mine entry.
Records may be incomplete. Consequently, there may exist in the local area mine entries of
which the CoalAuthority has no knowledge.
For an additional fee, the Coa! Authority will provide a supplementary Mine Entry lnterpretive
Report. The report will provide a separate assessment for the mine entry (entries) referred to in
this report. lt will give details based on information in the Coal Authority's possession, together
with an opinion on the likelihood of mining subsidence damage arising from ground movement as
a consequence of the existence of the mine entry/entries. lt will also give details of the remedies
available for subsidence damage where the mine entry was sunk in connection with coal mining.
Please note that it may not be possible to produce a report if the main building to the property
cannot be identified from CoalAuthority plans (ie. for development sites and new build).
For further advice on how to order this additional information visit w\ M/.groundstability.com or
telephone 0345 7626 848.

Coal mining geology
The Authority is not aware of any evidence of damage arising due to geological faults or other
lines of weakness that have been affected by coal mining.
Opencast coal mining
Past
The property is not within the boundary of an opencast site from which coal has been removed
by opencast methods.
Present
The property does not lie within 200 metres of the boundary of an opencast site from which coal
is being removed by opencast methods.
Future
The property is not within 800 metres of the boundary of an opencast site for which the Coal
Authority is determining whether to grant a licence to remove coal by opencast methods.
The property is not within 800 metres of the boundary of an opencast site for which a licence to
remove coal by opencast methods has been granted.
Coal mining subsidence
The CoalAuthority has not received a damage notice or claim for the subject property, or any
property within 50 metres, since 31st October 1994.
There is no current Stop Notice delaying the start of remedialworks or repairs to the property.
The Authority is not aware of any request having been made to carry out preventive works before
coal is worked under section 33 of the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991.
Mine gas
There is no record of a mine gas emission requiring action by the Coal Authority within the
boundary of the property.
Hazards related to coal mining
The property has not been subject to remedialworks, by or on behalf of the Authority, under its
Emergency Surface Hazard Call Out procedures.
Withdrawal of support
The property is not in an area for which a notice of entitlement to withdraw support has been
published.
The property is not in an area for which a notice has been given under section 47 of the Coal
lndustry Act L994, revoking the entitlement to withdraw support.
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Working facilities orders
The property is not in an area for which an Order has been made under the provisions of the
Mines (Working Facilities and Support) Acts 1923 and 1966 or any statutory modification or
amendment thereof.
Payments to owners of former copyhold land
The property is not in an area for which a relevant notice has been published under the Coal
lndustry Act i.975/Coal Industry Act 1994.

Gomments on Coal Authority information
The attached plan shows the approximate location of the disused mine entry/entries referred to in
this report. For reasons of clarity, mine entry symbols may not be drawn to the same scale as the
plan.
Property owners have the benefit of statutory protection (under the Coal Mining Subsidence act
L991*). This contains provision for the making good, to the reasonable satisfaction of the owner,
of physical damage from disused coal mine workings including disused coal mine entries. A
leaflet setting out the rights and the obligations of either the CoalAuthority or other responsible
persons under the 1991Act can be obtained by telephoning Og4S762 6949.
If you wish to discuss the relevance of any of the information contained in this report you
should
seek the advice of a qualified mining engineer or surveyor. lf you or your advisei wis-h to examine
the source plans from which the information has been taken these are normally available at our
Mansfield office, free of charge, by prior appointment, telephone 01623 63Z225. Should you or
your adviser wish to carry out any physical investigations that may enter, disturb or interfere
with
any disused.mine entry the prior permission of the owner must be sought. For coal mine entries
the owner will normally be the Coal Authority.
The CoalAuthority, regardless of responsibility and in conjunction with other public bodies,
provide an emergency call out facility in coalfield areas to assess the public safety implications
of
mining features (including disused mine entries). Our emergency telephone nr*'be, at all times
is
01623 646333.
*Note, this Act does not
apply where coal was worked or gotten by virtue of the grant of a gale in
the Forest of Dean, or any other part of the Hundred of St. Ariavels in the county-of Gloucester.

ln view of the mining circumstances a prudent developer woutd seek appropriate technical advice
before any works are undertaken.
Therefore if development proposals are being considered, technical advice relating to both the
investigation of coal and former coal mines and their treatment should be obtained-before
beginning work on.site. All proposals should apply good engineering practice developed for
mining areas. No development should be undertaken that intersects-, disturbs or inteiferes with
any coal or mines of coal without the permission of the Coal Authority. Developers should be
aware that the investigation of coal seams/former mines of coal may have the potential to
generate and/or displace underground gases and these risks both under and adjacent
to the
development should be fully considered in developing any proposals. The need for effective
measures to prevent gases entering into public properties either during investigation or after
development also needs to be assessed and properly addressed. Thii is nece"ssary due to the
public safety implications of any development in these circumstances.

lnformation trom the cheshire Brine subsrUence compensation Board
The property lies outside the Cheshire Brine Compensation District.
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Additional Remarks

report is.compiled. in response to the Law
rnformation provided by the coar Authority in this
claim enquiries. The said enquiries are
society,s cdnzgru coil trrining ;nJBrine subsidence
1PL'
so9!9,1v-ot 113 Chancery Lane' London WC2A
protected by copyright owned.
This
wales'
and
England
for
please note that Brine Subsidence claim enquiries are only relevint
Guide
User
the
cuidance Notes 2006,
report is prepared in accordun.. *itrt the Law society's
Boaid's Terms and conditions applicable at the
2006 and the coal Authority anJ crt"srrire Brine
time the rePort was Produced'
The information we have used to write this
The coalAuthority owns the copyright in this I".port.
are reserved and unauthorised use is
report is protected by our Oatanlse=tifnt. A1 rights
that copyright and any other rights
prohibited. lf we proviO" r"pJttiot /or, this Joes not mean
" you can use the report for your own purposes'
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Location map

Approximate position
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Enquiry boundary
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